Preliminary validation of the metamodel for developing learning ecosystems
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ABSTRACT

Learning ecosystems are positioned as a technological solution able to provide learning environments that evolve over time to cover the changing needs of users or include new tools for knowledge management. The definition, development and deployment of this type of software solutions is complex and involves several problems identified and analyzed in previous works. In order to solve these problems, an architectural pattern based on Buschmann’s Layers pattern has been defined. The accumulated experience developing learning ecosystems along with the problems analysis using Business Process Model and Notation and the architectural pattern, have provided a knowledge base to define an ecosystems metamodel. The proposed metamodel provides a framework for Model-Driven Development of learning ecosystems. The main objective of the present work is to validate the ecosystems metamodel from modeling a learning ecosystem.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Information systems → Open source software • Software and its engineering → Software design engineering • Software and its engineering → Software development techniques
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1 INTRODUCTION

Technological ecosystems, also called software ecosystems (SECO) in the literature, are the evolution of the traditional information systems with two main differences. First, the technological ecosystems should have the ability to evolve in different dimensions [1]: (1) each software component evolves independently, so updating each component should be possible; (2) software components can be replaced or deleted; (3) the organization’s or institution’s needs evolve throughout time so the architecture of the ecosystem will require changes; (4) according to Alspaugh et al. [2] there is a fourth mechanism of evolution related to the licenses of one or several software components.

Secondly, people are an element of the ecosystem as important as software components. Usually, people are users of the technology, they interact with it, but in a technological ecosystem people are part of the ecosystem in a symbiotic way. The user’s needs influence in the evolution of the ecosystem, the software tools should adapt to the user’s needs and should be prepared to evolve their relationships between software and “human” components.

These two key differences are closely linked to the definition of technological ecosystem. A large number of authors in the literature provide definitions of the technological ecosystems as a metaphor of natural ecosystems [3-10]. In particular, the authors propose a definition of technological ecosystem in previous works [11, 12] that extrapolates the main elements of a natural ecosystem to the field of technology. The software components and the people that compose the technological ecosystem correspond to the biotic factors; The information flows represent or establish relationships between organisms; and abiotic factors are the elements that allow the ecosystem operation (hardware, network, etc.). In this way, a technological ecosystem is a set of users and software components that are related to each other through information flows in a physical environment that provides the support for those flows.

The technological ecosystems have been defined and interpreted in different ways, depending on the point of view. Some works consider that software ecosystems consist of a relatively closed core software system that provides the basic functionality and that
is developed by a more or less stable core team of developers, surrounded by a large collection of contributions provided by peripheral developers or even end-users [8, 13, 14]. The present work considers technological ecosystems based on Open Source software components that are connected using web services to support the information flows established among them, combining different programming languages, software and hardware requirements and heterogeneous users.

The learning ecosystems are a type of technological ecosystem focus on knowledge management in different educational contexts. In the educational field, learning ecosystems propose a true network of learning services beyond providing a collection of fashionable technologies [15-18]. These technological ecosystems allow establishing learning ecologies, learning environments with a strong interactive component that allow the exchange of knowledge in an informal and unstructured way.

The use of information technologies in learning and knowledge management in the near future will be marked by personalization and adaptability [19]. Learning ecosystems should be able to incorporate emerging tools for knowledge management, as well as to remove those that are obsolete or that users do not use. Ecosystems should be able to withstand the increase of internal complexity to transparently offer more functionality and simplicity to users.

The definition, development and deployment of this type of software solutions is complex and involves several problems identified in previous works through a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis [12]. A first step to solve these problems has been to define an architectural pattern based on the Layers pattern proposed by Buschmann [1]. A second step has been to define a metamodel for developing learning ecosystems following the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [20]. The basic idea of a metamodel is to identify the main concepts and their relations of a given problem domain used to describe the models of that domain [21]. The ecosystems metamodel provides a framework for Model-Driven Development (MDD) of learning ecosystems.

There is no defined metamodel in previous works for developing technological ecosystems and, in particular, for learning ecosystems. The following section delves into the related work.

Although the process to define the ecosystems metamodel is based on the acquired experience defining and developing several learning ecosystems in different contexts, it is required to validate it. A work sent to other conference presents a Platform-Independent Model (PIM) of a learning ecosystem for scientific knowledge management in PhD programs. The main objective of the present work is to provide another case study to validate the ecosystems metamodel.

The paper has been organized in the following way. Section 2 describes the related work about metamodels for developing ecosystems. Section 3 presents the methodology used to validate the metamodel. Section 4 shows the ecosystems metamodel. Section 5 describes the case study. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.

2 RELATED WORK

The goal of the ecosystems metamodel is to give a platform-independent metamodel to describing learning ecosystems composed by heterogeneous elements (Open Source software components, different types of end-users, information flows). There are works about modeling software ecosystems but most of the approaches are not supported by a methodology covering MDA. Moreover, most of them are focused on relationships and collaborations between software ecosystem members, including the developers [22-24].

Although, there no have been found similar approaches published, one part of the ecosystems metamodel is based on the metamodel for web services defined by Jegadeesan and Balasubramaniam [25], specifically the elements to support the definition of information flows that connect different components. There are several proposal related to metamodels for web services [26-28]. Simon, Goldschmidt and Kondorosi [26] summarize the related works in modeling web services and provide a metamodel that support web services standards (so-called WS*- standards). Regarding the proposal by Jegadeesan and Balasubramaniam [25], they argue: “this is a very detailed metamodel, and it is capable of describing a lot of aspects of web services. However, they only support the simple WS-Policy standard, and they did not include model elements and semantics for WS-* protocols”. Instead, it was selected because the ecosystems metamodel is not focus on providing a complete definition of web services, it uses a very simplified version of the service capability view.

3 METHODOLOGY

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) provides a framework for software development that uses models to describe the system to be built [29]. It allows to separate the data and operations specification of the system from the details of the platform or platforms on which it will be built. MDA is the proposal of the Object Management Group to apply Model-Driven Development (MDD) using the OMG standards for visualizing, storing, and exchanging software designs and models [30]: Meta Object Facility (MOF), Unified Modeling Language (UML), XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) and Query/View/Transformation (QVT).

The main objectives of MDA are to improve productivity, portability, interoperability and reuse of systems; essential characteristics in tools such as the learning ecosystems which combine software components developed in different programming languages, with different software and hardware requirements, and which they must work together for a common goal.
Moreover, OMG provides a metamodeling architecture, the four-layer metamodel architecture. In this architecture, a model at one layer is used to specify models in the layer below [31]. The four layers are the meta-metamodel layer (M3-layer), the metamodel layer (M2-layer), the user model layer (M1-layer) and the user object layer (M0-layer). Models in below layers are instantiations from models in the top layer.

In this work, MDA is used as guidelines to define conceptual models of learning ecosystems that are PIM. In particular, it has been defined the model of a learning ecosystem for knowledge management in the Spanish Public Administration. This model is an instance of M2-model and it has been defined manually in order to check if the metamodel allows the definition of real learning ecosystems.

![Figure 1: Model layers. The modeling layer (M1); the metamodel layer (M2); and the meta-metamodel layer (M3)](image)

The Fig. 1 shows the four-layers metamodel architecture with the ecosystems metamodel and the models of the learning ecosystems. The learning ecosystem for scientific knowledge management in PhD programs has been modeled in another work. The M0-layer is not represented because the Platform Specific Models (PSM) are not object of study in the present work.

The validation process will provide information to define transformation rules from the ecosystems metamodel, a Computing Independent Model (CIM), to the models of learning ecosystems.

4 THE ECOSYSTEMS METAMODEL

The metamodel proposed in previous work [20] has been defined using MDA and the OMG four-layer metamodel architecture.

The ecosystems metamodel is a M2-model instantiated from MOF, a M3-model. It is used to define PIM of learning ecosystems (M1-models). The main objective of this metamodel is to provide a CIM for describing learning ecosystems build from software components, human elements and information flows between components which are represented by web services. The ecosystems metamodel is not focus on capturing the requirements related to the software or human components of the ecosystem, these elements are black boxes; the metamodel is focus on the connections and adaptations of the components.

The three main elements of a learning ecosystem can be identified in the ecosystems metamodel Fig. 2 the different types of software components; the human factor; and the information flows to establish the relationship between the previous one.
The metamodel is completed with a set of constraints defined with Object Constraint Language (OCL) to ensure the characteristics identified previously in the architectural pattern of learning ecosystems [1].

The metamodel diagram can be seen in detail on the following link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.829859.

5 SPANISH PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ECOSYSTEM

5.1 Context

During last years, the Spanish government has implemented the Electronic Administration and has made a strong investment in the 2.0 approach and has fostered the use of Open Source software to cover their technological needs.

The National Institute of Public Administration (INAP) has included in its strategic plan the definition and implementation of a learning ecosystem to promote informal learning inside the public organisms.

The INAP is an autonomous body within the national Government of Spain, attached to the Department of Finance and Public Administration. The Institute possesses a huge experience in knowledge management inside the Public Administration. The following activities can be found between its main tasks: training and professional improvement for public employees; recruitment into the Civil Service; and promoting research and studies regarding government and the different levels on Public Administration from an interdisciplinary perspective.

The learning ecosystem of INAP is composed by a large number of components oriented to cover the different knowledge management needs both Institute inside and outside. There are three main components: the communities of practices based on a vertical social network for public employees (https://social.inap.es); the Knowledge Bank or BCI (Banco de Conocimiento, in Spanish) to share the knowledge generated inside the Public Administration (https://bci.inap.es); and the courses repository to share developed course among all institutions that compose the Spanish Public Administration (https://compartir.inap.es). The social and knowledge ecosystem of INAP is fully described in [32, 33].
5.2 Platform-Independent Model

The conceptual model definition of the learning ecosystem for knowledge management in the Spanish Public Administration has been made by defining three views or packages from the ecosystems metamodel presented above.

The views correspond to the three main parts identified in the ecosystems metamodel (Fig. 2): software components, human elements and the relationship among each other.

First, Fig. 3 shows the view of software components that compose the learning ecosystem of Spanish Public Administration. There are three main types of components: infrastructure, data repositories and tools.

The class PublicAdministrationEcosystem represents the ecosystem, it is the main element that contains the other model elements. It is instantiated from the Ecosystem class of the metamodel.

The software components are related to the ecosystem using a composition relationship. The classes that represent the infrastructure are: LDAP and CAS that are instances of UserManagement class of the metamodel; the InstitutionalMailServer class which is an instance of MailServer; BCIMonitorization, SNMonitorization and CRMonitorization that provide the monitorization functionality required in all ecosystems according to the architectural pattern for learning ecosystems; and the IndexingService class that represents a tool to improve the information searching processes.

The instances of DataRepository class, the DocRepository class encapsulates the information management that can be shared among the different services.

The tools that provide the user-level services are instances of InternalTool class of the metamodel: BCI, SocialNetwork, CourseRepository, WebPortal and InternalManagementTool. The learning ecosystem modeled does not use external tools such as Facebook or Twitter. The metamodel supports this scenario because there are no OCL rules that force the instantiation of ExternalTool class.

Finally, the SmtpConfig class is an instance of the Property class, whose purpose is to support information flows through configuration files that establish communication protocols. The SmtpConfig is provided by InstitutionalMailServer class and it is consumed by much of the represented tools.
Fig. 4 is focus on the human factor as a key element of the learning ecosystem. The users and the input streams identified in the architectural pattern for learning ecosystems are represented here as instances of User, Management and Methodology classes of the metamodel. In particular, DeptDocumentManagement, Manager and ITManager are instances of User class that represent the Department of Publications, Studies and Documentation, the General Management Branch and the Information Technologies manager. The General Management Branch and the Information Technologies Manager perform the Strategic Plan of the INAP represented by the StrategicPlan class. The SocialStrategy and SWRequirements classes are instances of Methodology class and provide guidelines to implement the Strategic Plan.

The Strategic Plan is composed by a set of objectives. Only three objectives have been modeled in order to simplify the diagram. The instances of Objective class of the metamodel are PromoteLaborRelations, SecureUserManagement and ShareTraining classes.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the view of the information flows between components of the ecosystem. This view only shows the information flows related to the objectives previously identified. There are three services defined, one per each objective. First,
SearchService class represents a service provides by IndexingService class and is consumed by two instances of InternalTool class. LoginService class provides a service to support Single Sign On (SSO) through CAS class; the main software components defined above consume this service. BCIService class is provided by DocRepository class and it has two service descriptions, one to support the publication of documents and multimedia materials (PublishingServiceDescription class) and one to allow searchers (RepositorySearchServiceDescription class); all instances of InternalTool class use this service.

Regarding the OCL rules proposed in [20] all are fulfilled. First rule forces the instantiation of one MailServer class, one Monitorization class, one UserManagement class, and at least one InternalTool class, one Management class, one Methodology class and one User class. In the defined model, there are one instance of MailServer class (InstitutionalMailServer), three instances of Monitorization class (BCIMonitorization, CRMonitorization, SNCMonitorization), two instances of UserManagement class (LDAP, CAS), five instances of InternalTool class (BCI, SocialNetwork, CourseRepository, WebPortal, InternalManagementTool), one instance of Management class (StrategicPlan), two instances of Methodology class (SocialStrategy, SWRequirements), and three instances of User class (DeptDocumentationManagement, Manager, ITManager).

Second rule ensures that mail server class provides at least one property. The defined model has one instance of Property class provides by an instance of MailServer class, SmtpConfig class.

Third rule, “the value of the endpoint attribute defined in the service descriptions should be unique in the whole ecosystem”, is fulfilled, each service description provides different endpoints.

Fourth rule ensures that an instance of InternalTool class cannot provide and consume the same service. All defined services are provided by one class and consumed by another.

Furthermore, the model supports the evolution of the ecosystem without invalidating the metamodel. For example, if a software component is deleted the model can include that change and show how the ecosystem is adapted, or if a new component is included, the metamodel provide the classes to instantiate it.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The MDA framework allows to define platform-independent systems through conceptual modeling from different abstraction levels. This approach, applying to the context of technological ecosystems and in particular of learning ecosystems, solves one of the main problems in defining and developing this type of software solutions, since one of its main characteristics is the integration of heterogeneous software components.

The metamodel has allowed to define a model of a real learning ecosystem. All elements of the learning ecosystem for knowledge management in the Spanish Public Administration has been represented in the defined model through instances of ecosystems metamodel. Moreover, the defined model fulfills the metamodel constraints.

This work in conjunction with the model of the learning ecosystem for scientific knowledge management in a PhD program defined in other work, validate of the ecosystems metamodel proposed in [20].

Although the Model-Driven Development is supported by OMG through several standards, there are no stable tools to support the definition and mapping of metamodels and models using those standards. The Eclipse community defined Ecore, a meta-metamodel based on MOF. Eclipse Modeling Project provides tools to develop metamodels using ECORE. Moreover, López-Fernández et al. [34, 35] provide an Eclipse-based tool that facilitates the integral testing of meta-models by making available two dedicated testing languages. It would be interesting to validate the ecosystems metamodel with a testing language. Further work needs to be done to map the metamodel to an instance of ECORE and apply tools like the proposal by López-Fernández et al [34].
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